Responses from Alumni - in - Need across continents 050 – 056

We’ve given ourselves a 48 hours
Oftentimes there’s

to respond to the countless requests we get…

much legwork , looking – into , follow – up to be done and our

colleagues Virendra , Rajesh, Ankit and Vinod serve sedulously
and almost always come up with substantial results

that help alumni – in – need across

continents and generations .

050

Nikita Saxena

BE Elec DCE 1994

USA

BA Eng Hons SPM 1999

India

That's great. Thank you.
Regards
Nikita

051

Nidhi Vinod

At the outset, thank you so much for your valuable & clear guidance.
Warm regards
Nidhi Vinod nee Sharma
052

Kunal Vaid

BE DCE 1998

India

BA Pol Sci IP 2012

India

Thanks for your help.
Best regards
Kunal

053

Chandana Baruah

I sincerely express my gratitude to you for helping me extensively and for your
sympathetic concern to a student like me . The administrative office of IP college
informed me of the arrival of my Degree Certificate and has agreed to post me the
same. He was kind enough to send the scanned pdf of it .
I believe this would not have come so soon without your kind help . I am really proud
of Delhi university and is indeed much happier to know that we are privileged to have
a very student friendly Dean of ALUMNI AFFAIRS. I am moved by your generosity
and humility .
Yours faithfully
Chandana Baruah

054

Nandini Kekre

BCom Hons 1996 Venky

India

Thanks a lot for your prompt response. I really appreciate your guidance and help
from your end for my request. I will be sending the necessary documents and the
required fees and inform the same to you for further follow up.
Once again thanks for your time and effort in this regard and for your wishes as well.
Regards
Nandini Narulkar Kekre

055

Sachin Bindal

B Pharma DIPSAR

India

I have received the courier of transcripts. Thank you very much for your immediate
attention to this matter.
Best regards,
Sachin bindal

056

Ysswarya Pandey

BCom Hons 2008 PGDAV (E)

Thanks for the suggestion and advice.
Please be informed that i have received the Transcripts.
Thanks & Regards
Ysswarya Pandey

India

